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Distribution Location Information 
 

State Unity  

County Mayom/Abiemnom 

Payam(s) Mayom centre, Mankien, Ngop, Riek, Pup, Ruthnyibol,Wangbuor and 
Abiemnom Centre 

Boma(s) (exact locations- 
landmarks) 

 

GPS Coordinates -MankienLatN09degree03’4.80’’E029degree05”11.39`Alt397.2m 
-Mayom LatN09degree13`22.6767`’LongitudeE029degree10`33.37`Alt 
398.2m 
-Ngop LatN09degree07`40.40`’ Longitude E028degree56`53.94 Alt 394.5m 
-Pup   Lat N 09degree13`5.80`’ longitude E 029degree 00`11.33`Alt 387.2m 
-Riek Lat N 08degree 55`4.88`’ longitude E 029degree16`59.95 Alt 577.3m  
-Rueth LatN09degree02`11.66 longitude E 028degree55`58.04` Alt 386.1m 
-Wangbuor Lat N 09degree`52.65`’ Longitude E 029degree07.70 Alt 
383.2m 
-Abiemnom Lat N09degrees 22’21.83” Longitude E028degree 50’57.47” 
Alt385.1m 

 
Distribution Team Details 

 

Name Agency Title Contact (email, mobile, sat-phone) 

James Dang World 
Vision 

NFI Relief Officer james_wuor@wvi.org  

+211955886893+8821655587845 

Joseph Manyitai World 
Vision 

NFI Distribution Monitor Joseph_Manyitai@wvi.org  
0955910775 

 
Beneficiary Numbers: Breakdown by Population and Support Type 
(please provide ONLY actual data collected from the distribution list, not estimations) 

 

NON-FOOD ITEMS (NFI)  

Population Type: Conflict IDPs in Mayom 

 
HOUSEHOLDS 

 
INDIVIDUALS 

TOTAL TOTAL 0 – 18 years 19 – 59 years 60 + years 

M F M F M F M F 

2500 5140 6113 3895 3434 971 2042 274 637 

NON-FOOD ITEMS (NFI)  

mailto:james_wuor@wvi.org
mailto:Joseph_Manyitai@wvi.org


Population Type: Conflict IDPs in Abiemnom County 

 
HOUSEHOLDS 

 
INDIVIDUALS 

TOTAL TOTAL 0 – 18 years 19 – 59 years 60 + years 

M F M F M F M F 

2000 3615 4053 2015 2191 1356 1617 244 245 

 
 

Beneficiary Numbers: Breakdown by Location 
If the distribution took place in multiple locations and/or the beneficiaries had multiple places of origin, please 
complete this table indicating the number of beneficiaries per location and/or place of origin. 

 

Payam Boma Households Individuals 

Mayom Centre 
 

 362 Total 1,976 

Male 885 

Female 1080 

Mankien  645 Total 3,004 

Male 1378 

female 1628 

Ngop  300 Total 1,139 

male 518 

Female 621 

Wangbuor  391 Total 1,945 

Male 944 

Female 1001 

 Ruethnyibol  
 

                     300 Total 1,074 

Male 446 

Female 628 

Pup  
 

                      202 Total 786 

Male 347 

Female 439 

Riek 
 

                      300 Total 1,338 

Male 622 

Female 716 

Abiemnom                        2000 Total 7668 

Male 3615 

Female 4053 

 

Stock Distributed 
 

Procuring organization and warehouse from 
which stock was sourced 

IOM –Wau Warehouse 

Quantity of each item distributed per 
household 

- specify variations by household size 

All Family Sizes 
received the same 
quantities 

1 plastic sheet, 1 mosquito net, 1 
sleeping mate,  0.5 Kitchen set  

Total quantity of each item distributed in the 
response 

1. Plastic sheets. 4500 

2. Mosquito net. 4500 

3. Sleeping mate 4500 



4. Kitchen Set. 4500 

  

  

Type of Item Brand/Manufacturer Style/Version # Size Colour Other 

1. Plastic sheets. IOM/Pipeline   4x6 White/ Blue 4,500 pcs 

2. Mosquito net. IOM/Pipeline   WHITE/ GREEN 4,500 pcs 

3. Sleeping mate. IOM/Pipeline    Green Grey       4,500  pcs 

4. Kitchen Set. IOM/Pipeline    Silver   4,500  pcs 

 

Summary of Distribution 
- Where was the distribution held and how was it organised? 
-What and how were beneficiaries informed? 
- How was equal access ensured for men, women, girls and boys? 
- How was order maintained during the distribution? 

 

Distribution was done in various centers: Abiemnom Centre  at WFP  rubhall ,  Mayom centre  compound , 
Mankien Payam Compound ,  Riek Payam  Compound , Wangbuor Payam ,  Ruethnyibol payam compound , Pup 
payam compound Ngop  Payam  Compound. 
The World Vision staffs held meetings with local authorities (RRC personnel and local chief) of the various 
distribution centers within the locality of IDPs informing them about the distribution two days in advance and 
their roles during the distributions.  
During the distribution day, the beneficiaries were made to queue and with three registers each one a separate 
table with a list of Household names and tokens card for Household member, then after verification the HH 
member thumbprints against his/her name in both token. 
Upon thumb printing the token were collected back to avoid double dipping once the HH received the NFI.  
 

 

What actors were involved in the decision-making regarding the distribution process? 
-Explain what role the following people had in the process: local authorities, partners, humanitarian officers, 
volunteers, beneficiaries, etc. 

 

 
The World Vision staff –Incharge of receiving items from the NFI cluster, coordination and distribution with 
the community leaders and beneficiaries. 
Local authorities(RRC personnel, and local chiefs of payam)-Ensuring security of the team and providing 
staff for crowd control, informing beneficiaries about the day for distribution. 
Casuals-Assisting with registration for the beneficiaries who with token for distribution, ensuring 
beneficiaries  maintained a safe distance from the distribution area. 
 

 

Changes from assessment recommendations 
-If there were any changes to the original plan, please explain what changes occurred and why they were 
necessary. 

 

 
The IDPs in Abiemnom did not receive the rubber ropes which was recommended  during the assessment due to 
shortage with the pipeline stocks 
 

 

Targeting criteria 
-Who finally received and why? Did the group to be targeted change in any way between the initial assessment 
and those who received on distribution day? 

 

The beneficiaries who received the NFI were the only ones whom had been verified and received a token. 
The token was used to identify the Household which had been registered and upon receiving the NFI the 
token was retrieved from the beneficiary. 

 

Challenges and lessons learned 
-Did you face any major challenges, and/or learn any useful lessons? 

 



  

Recommended next steps 
-Should any further action be taken in the area by the Shelter and NFI Cluster, or other actors? 

 

 
The WV  team  would like to recommend  for post distribution monitor after  three months period  to verify 
how effective the items helped  the affected population in the areas 
Local Authority of Mayom county were requesting NFI cluster through WVI to conduct verifications in Kuerbone 
Payam, Wankai Payam and Kueryiek Payam that were not reached during the verification process 

 

Anecdotes, Stories, Photos 
-Please share any interesting or illustrative stories of people’s experiences, responses, and needs; and photos 

 

During the interaction between WVI staff and  one of the IDP who was served with NFI after received the Items 
said  the Non food items came in the right time because we have been sharing utensils with our neighbors and 
now we are free to cook for using our own cooking pots.  Very great thankful to NFI cluster for providing us with 
NFI items 

 

  
 
 
 
                                     NFI items trucks received in Abiemnom 



 
 
 
Beneficiaries queuing to receive the NFI in Pup 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Beneficiary receiving NFI’s in Mayom 

 


